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Unlike other transportation sectors where pollutant emissions usually occur only near the 
Earth’s surface, aviation emissions happen primarily at altitudes of 8-12 km above the surface, 
impacting the upper troposphere and the lower stratosphere (UTLS). At these altitudes, the 
pollutants can contribute significantly to greenhouse gas (GHGs) concentration and to the 
formation of secondary aerosol, which can have an impact on climate change. This thesis has two 
parts: the first part examines the capabilities of a simplified model that is used by the U.S. Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) for considering the impacts of aviation emissions in policy-related 
studies; the second part examines the regional effects on climate forcing resulting from aviation 
emissions. 
Most previous studies have focused on aviation effects on climate using globally-averaged 
metric values, which do not give information about the spatial variability of the effects. While 
aviation emissions have significant spatial variability in the sign and magnitude of response, the 
strength of regional effects is hidden due to the global averaging of climate change effects. In this 
study, the chemistry-climate Community Atmosphere Model (CAM-chem5) is used in analyses to 
examine the regional climate effects based on 4 different latitude bands (90oS- 28oS, 28oS-28oN, 
28oN-60oN, 60oN-90oN) and 3 regions (contiguous United States, Europe and East Asia). The most 
regionally important aviation emissions are short-lived species, such as black carbon and sulfates, 
emitted from aircraft directly, and O3-short induced by NOx emission indirectly. The regionality 
of these short-lived impacts are explored and compared to the globally-averaged effects. 
 iii 
Studying aviation emission on climate usually relies on computationally expensive 
chemistry-climate models. However, for aviation policy analyses, a wide range of different 
scenarios need to be evaluated, making the development of simple models like the Aviation 
environmental Portfolio Management Tool (APMT), developed for the FAA by MIT, very useful. 
We evaluate how well the model determines climate effects from aviation based on the Aviation 
Climate Change Research Initiative (ACCRI) findings and more recent analyses. We test the 
Carbon Cycle and Energy Balance model of APMT, and explore the non-linearity effects in using 
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 Climate change is unequivocal (IPCC, 2013). Evidence for this include the increasing 
global-averaged temperature, decreasing amounts of sea ice and land ice, and the increasing 
global-averaged sea level (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007, 2013). Both 
natural variability and anthropogenic processes that alter the global energy budget can be a driver 
of climate change. While the scientific evidence shows that the current changes in climate is 
attributed almost entirely directly and indirectly to human activities that alter the composition of 
the atmosphere. Studies have shown that anthropogenic resources, particularly the increasing 
greenhouse gases (GHGs) are the dominant cause of the observed global climate change since at 
least the mid-20th century (IPCC, 1996; Crowley, 2000; Vitousek et al., 1997; IPCC, 2014). 
According to the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5, 2013), a majority of the global average 
surface temperature increase is caused by human impacts on GHG concentrations. Aviation 
emissions play an important role in the overall emissions affecting climate change.  
 
1.1 Aviation emissions and their impact on climate 
The demand for aviation could triple from its present level, in the next 2 decades due to 
population and economic growth (Wuebbles et al., 2007), likely increasing the aviation fuel 
consumption increase significantly. The aircraft release chemical species during fuel combustion 
which changes the radiative forcing on climate directly and indirectly. Thus, in the future, the 
impact of aviation emission on climate change will become more significant than its current small 
level of effects relative to other human-related emissions (IPCC, 1999; Lee et al., 2009). 
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A number of studies have been done previously to investigate the impact of the aviation 
emissions on climate (e.g., Brasseur et al., 1998; IPCC, 1999; Penner et al., 1999; Wuebbles et al., 
2007; Lee et al., 2009; Olsen et al., 2013, Brasseur et al., 2016). Unlike other transportation sectors 
where the emissions usually occur only near the Earth’s surface, aviation emissions happen not 
only near the surface, but also at higher aircraft cruise altitudes of 8-12 km, impacting the upper 
troposphere and the lower stratosphere (UTLS). At these altitudes, these pollutants can contribute 
significantly to concentrations of important gases, and primary and secondary aerosols. For 
example, the efficiency of aviation NOx emission at producing ozone is almost four times greater 
than ozone production from NOx emission at the surface (Hodnebrog et al., 2011).  
An ideal complete combustion of fuels produce carbon dioxide (CO2), water vapor (H2O), 
SO2 (sulfur dioxide) and oxygen while the real combustion includes CO2, nitrogen oxides (NOx = 
NO + NO2), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC), sulfur oxides (SOx), soot or black carbon 
(BC), H2O and contrails (Wuebbles, 2007). Not only can these pollutants interact with each other, 
they can also undergo complex photochemical interactions with the background atmosphere. 
Among these emissions, CO2, soot, and water vapor mainly impact the climate by reflecting and 
absorbing the radiation directly, while the emissions of NOx, sulfur oxides, CO, and HC impact 
air quality and climate through their influence on concentrations of ozone, methane, secondary 
aerosols, and through indirect of particles on cloud cover (Olsen et al., 2013).  
Direct emissions, such as CO2, H2O and BC particles, have a positive warming effect, while 
sulfate aerosols have a negative cooling effect. The positive warming effects of BC can be 
strengthened if the BC particles are coated by sulfate and associated hydrated water due to the 
enhanced absorption of BC by the optical focusing effect both between and within ice clouds 
(Jacobson, 2012). SOx and NOx reacts to evolve into volatile nitrates and sulfate aerosols, which 
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results in a cooling effect. NOx-induced effects are more complicated since NOx influences the 
secondary production of CH4, ozone and stratospheric water vapor (SWV), so there have been 
many studies focusing on NOx-O3-CH4 interactions (e.g., Stevenson et al., 2004, 2009, Sausen et 
al., 2005; Wuebbles et al., 2007; Hoor et al., 2009; Hodnebrog et al., 2011; Köhler et al., 2013; 
Jacobson et al., 2013; Olsen et al., 2013, Khodayari et al., 2014). The NO2 released by aircraft can 
produce the precious excited oxygen atoms by photolysis. The excited oxygen atoms O(1D) can 
react with Oxygen molecules (O2) and can produce ozone in a short time, which decays with a 
lifetime of a few months at these altitudes. The long-term impact is reducing ozone concentration 
by depleting the CH4 in the background atmosphere, an important reactant to produce ozone, which 
is associated with negative radiative forcing. Also, the stratospheric water vapor will decrease 
since the water vapor is an end product of CH4 oxidation. Long-term O3 and SWV loss both have 
a lifetime around 10 years which is proportional to the CH4 change (Wild et al 2001; Stevenson et 
al., 2004; and Hoor et al., 2009). Thus, the NOx emission could induce a warming effect in the 
short-term and a cooling effect in a longer term. 
Aviation emissions also can affect climate change by altering the cloud cover, which 
further changes the solar and terrestrial radiation budget of the atmosphere. Aerosols can serve as 
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), so contrails can be formed along the flight track when the water 
vapor is emitted into a supersaturated region. If the ambient environment is cold and moist enough, 
the contrails can further evolve into cirrus clouds (Minnis et al., 1998; Schröder et al., 2000; 
Burkhardt et al., 2011). According to Lee et al. (2009) and Brasseur et al. (2016), the net radiative 
forcing of aviation-induced clouds is positive while the magnitude of the radiative forcing remains 
highly uncertain.  
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1.2 Simplified climate model and its significance 
Aviation emissions influence climate. Climate impacts society in a number of ways, 
including effects on human health, agriculture, and industries by influencing temperature, 
precipitation and hazardous weather (Wuebbles, 2007, Battett et al., 2012). Aviation plays a crucial 
role not only in global economics, but also is an important part of the transportation system. Thus, 
it is important to balance the economic benefits and the environmental concerns that aviation 
brings to us.  
Although the understanding of impacts of aviation emission on climate change has 
improved, there are still gaps and uncertainties in knowledge that need to be addressed. 
Understanding how aviation emissions affects climate change is the first step in helping policy 
makers to make well-informed decisions. Studying aviation emissions on climate usually relies on 
computationally expensive chemistry-climate models. However, for aviation policy analyses, a 
wide range of different scenarios need to be evaluated, making the development of simple models 
like Aviation environmental Portfolio Management Tool (APMT) very useful. 
APMT is a component of the aviation environmental tool suite, which was developed by 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) with support of the U.S. Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) as well as 
Transport Canada (Mahashabde et al., 2011). APMT has two important components: APMT-
Economics and APMT-Impacts (APMT-I). APMT-Economics models the economics of the 
aviation industry and its responses to different policy options. APMT-I, which includes three 
modules of environmental impacts of aircraft (climate, air quality and noise), estimates how the 
welfare and human health changes respond to the aircraft impacts. The climate module estimates 
the future aviation GHG emissions, which are related to changes in radiative forcing and globally-
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averaged surface temperature. The APMT-I climate is developed based on simplified 
parameterizations of relationships between emissions and impacts drawn from larger, more 
complex, chemistry-climate models. 
 
1.3 Regional Impact of Aviation Emissions 
 Most of the previous studies focusing on simplifying aviation effects on climate 
traditionally have used globally-averaged radiative forcing values, which gives no information 
about the spatial variability of the impact. This issue has been pointed out in several studies (e.g., 
Shine et al. 2005; Joshi et al. 2008; Shindell and Faluvegi 2010; Brasseur et al. 2016). In case of 
significant spatial variability in the sign and magnitude of responses and impacts, the strength of 
regional impacts in such studies is hidden due to globally-averaged the climate effects, such as the 
case for the impact of aviation emissions.  
 Both Shine et al. (2005) and Lund et al. (2012) have shown that instead of using global 
mean inputs, metrics that are computed first locally and then averaged globally have a more 
completely and accurately capture the local variability. Lund et al. (2012) have applied non-linear 
climate impact relationships to capture regional information in global metrics and quantified the 
loss of information about the climate impact of the transport sectors through global averaging. The 
loss of information of significant spatial variability is found to be particularly important for the 
aviation sector due to the cancellations of various effects in globally averaging.  
 The most recent report from the FAA’s Aviation Climate Change Research Initiative 
(ACCRI, 2016) has focused on regional effects of aviation emissions on a hemispheric basis. It is 
shown that the short-lived species are more regionally important since the short-lifetime agents 
tend to concentrate where the aviation emissions occur. Thus, heterogeneous radiative forcing 
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caused by aviation emitted short-term climate forcers on smaller spatial scales tend to be ignored 
the most when only examining global effects.   
  
1.4 Objectives of this Thesis 
 The first part of this thesis will evaluate the climate component and the underlying physics 
of a simplified climate model, APMT, and explore the accuracy that APMT represents on the 
climate impacts of aviation emissions as a simplified model. The aim of APMT is to better link 
the aviation emissions with climate impacts and represent the various components of the cause–
effect chain in order to properly represent the state-of-the science.  
The second part of the thesis will examine the regional climate effect from aviation 
emissions. The datasets produced from runs with the Community Atmosphere Model version 5 
(CAM5) are used to study the regional effects that aviation emissions have on climate with a focus 
on black carbon, sulfates and NOx-induced emissions.  
  
1.5 Organization of this Thesis 
Organization of this thesis is based on two main components: evaluation of the simplified 
climate tool and regional climate effects of aviation emissions. The rest of the thesis is structured 
as follows. Chapter 2 describes the models and the methodology used. Chapter 3 evaluates the 
simplified model – APMT. Chapter 4 examines the regional impact that aviation emissions have 
on climate. Finally, Chapter 5 presents conclusions from the studies presented here and discusses 




MODEL DESCRIPTION AND METHODOLOGY 
 
2.1 Evaluation of Simplified Climate Tool – APMT  
2.1.1 APMT-Impacts Climate Module Overview 
The analysis methodology and general approach for APMT is illustrated in Figure 2.1 
(Noel et al., 2009; Mahashabde et al., 2011; MIT, 2014). APMT is aimed at evaluating the entire 
emissions-to-impact pathway from changes in atmospheric concentration to expected losses in 
Gross Domestic Product. Estimating of future changes in radiative forcing and globally-averaged 
surface temperature induced from aviation emissions are related to aviation greenhouse gas 
emissions.  
CO2, NOx emissions and fuel burn are taking as input to run APMT for different policy 
and under different background scenarios. For CO2, the model converts the emissions into 
concentration in the atmosphere using an impulse response function, derived from carbon-cycle 
models and complex atmospheric-process models. The radiative forcing is calculated from 
concentration assuming a logarithmic dependence (Myhre et al., 1998; Prather et al., 2012; IPCC, 
2013) that takes into account the saturation of the center of the CO2 infrared absorption features. 
For other emissions such as black carbon, sulfate and short-lived ozone, radiative forcings are 
linearly scaled from fuel burn or NOx emissions based on reference radiative forcings (IPCC, 
2013). In the energy balance module, a two-box ocean model is used to capture the expected 
temperature changes. Different damage functions and discount rates are also applied to explore the 
health, welfare, and ecological costs for a range of scenarios and assumptions, since monetizing 
the climate impacts is often used in policy analysis. APMT uses the Monte Carlo method as an 
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attempt to capture uncertainty in the representation of model parameters using probabilistic 
distributions. Our evaluation is mainly focused on the workflow from aviation operation scenarios 
to global average temperature change. 
The fuel burn, CO2 emissions, and NOx emissions are taken as the scenario inputs to the 
APMT-Impacts Climate Code. Either global totals or emissions solely for the region of input can 
be analyzed by the module. Changes in sulfur and black carbon emissions are handled by the 
code’s alternative fuel (alt. fuel) capabilities. 
 
2.1.2 APMT-Impacts Climate Model Setting 
In order to test the Carbon Cycle and the Energy Balance Model, APMT was run under 
different background emission scenarios for both including and excluding aviation emissions for 
both constant annual aviation emissions of 654 Tg CO2 from 2000 to 2100 and pulse emission of 
654 Tg CO2 in 2000. The background scenarios used here are four Representative Concentration 
Pathways (RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5) (Joos et al., 2013; IPCC, 2014). APMT 
calculates the effect of aviation CO2 over time by calculating the effect of all anthropogenic 
sources and subtracting the effect of all anthropogenic sources excluding aviation. In order to test 
non-linearity in the model, the input NOx emission and fuel burn for 2006 and 2050 are taken from 
ACCRI. All APMT runs are conducted under RCP4.5 to compare with the existing results in 
ACCRI (Brasseur et al., 2016).  
 
2.2 Regional Climate Effects of Aviation Emissions 
2.2.1 Community Atmosphere Model Version 5 
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The Community Atmosphere Model (CAM) is the atmosphere component of the 
Community Earth System Model (CESM). CAM is a global atmosphere model when used as a 
standalone model. CAM-chem includes chemistry processes in CAM, using a specified prognostic 
chemistry package (Lamarque et al., 2012). The CAM-chem version 5 three-dimensional 
chemistry-climate model is used here to analyze aviation emissions and resulting chemical impacts 
from perturbed runs (including aviation emissions) and control runs (excluding aviation 
emissions). CAM-chem is run for three emissions inventories, which are current 2006 Baseline 
scenario and different future policy scenarios – 2050 Baseline, Scenario 1 and Scenario 2. Aviation 
emissions inventories used in this study are derived from the FAA Aviation Environmental Design 
Tool (AEDT), which is a global commercial aircraft emissions inventory (Roof et al., 2007; Barrett 
et al., 2010; Olsen et al., 2012; Brasseur et al., 2015). Table 2.1 shows the details of the emission 
scenarios. The 2006 Baseline is the current state, and three future emissions are built upon the 
current situation. For 2050 Baseline, it assumes no technological improvement in the future, so the 
combustion rate and efficiency is the same as the current situation. The 2050 Scenario 1 (2050 S1) 
is based on the 2050 Baseline while assuming a 2% increase in fuel efficiency each year. The 2050 
Scenario 2 (2050 S2) assumes the same amount of fuel burn and combustion efficiency as 2050 
S1, while an alternative fuel is used in S2 which has no sulfur and 50% BC emission. 
 Two types of simulation runs have been used in this study – specified dynamic runs 
(Khodayari et al., 2015) and coupled runs (Chen and Gettelman, 2016). We used the data from the 
specified dynamic runs to analyze the regional effects of NOx-induced effects (O3-short, CH4, O3-
long and stratospheric water vapor), while the regional analyses of black carbon and sulfates are 
based on the output data from coupled runs. 
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2.2.2 University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Radiative Transfer Model (UIUC RTM) 
 Radiative forcing of NOx-induced short-term O3 is calculated offline using the UIUC 
RTM. The UIUC RTM has been used in previous studies to study the radiative forcing from 
changes in atmospheric composition (e.g., Jain et al., 2000; Naik et al., 2000, Youn et al., 2009; 
Patten et al., 2011; Khodayari et al., 2014). This model derives the annual global average change 
in net radiative flux across the tropopause due to the perturbation by calculating the difference 
between the reference run (e.g., without aviation emissions) and the perturbation run (e.g., with 
aviation emissions), excluding stratospheric adjustment. There are 18 spectral bins from 0.2 to 5 
microns in the solar model, which includes both the absorption and the scattering processes. The 
absorption sources mainly cover gases like H2O, O3, O2, CO2, as well as clouds and the surface. 
The scattering processes by clouds, gas-phase molecules, and the surface are incorporated as well. 
The solar model consists of temperature-independent infrared cross sections for all of the relevant 
gases using a terrestrial radiation wavenumber structure, with 300 bins of 10 cm-1 resolution from 
0 to 3000 cm-1 for H2O, CFC-11, and CFC-12 and 600 bins of 5 cm−1 resolution from 0 to 3000 
cm-1 for all other gases. The infrared absorption parameters for gases are obtained from HITRAN 
2004 database (Rothman et al., 2005). Observation-based surface albedo and emissivity are used, 
and clouds are based on the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project. The output files 
from the CAM-chem runs are used as input into the UIUC RTM to calculate the radiative forcing 
for short-term O3. 
 
2.2.3 Parameterization 
2.2.3.1 Long-lived Species 
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 Radiative forcings of species other than short-term O3 are calculated based on different 
parameterizations. The radiative forcing calculation for all forcing agents is based on the simulated 
concentration change from CAM-chem. For aviation-induced short-lived agents (sulfates and BC), 
their concentrations can be directly obtained from the difference between the control runs and 
perturbed runs. However, for long-lived agents of aviation emissions (CH4, O3-long and SWV), 
different parameterizations need to be applied to get their concentration, which is shown in the 
following equations:         




Equation (1) (Fuglestvedt et al., 1999) is used to calculate the aviation-induced CH4 concentration 
change. The Dt here denotes change in CH4 lifetime between the perturbed run and control run 
and tref is the CH4 lifetime in the control run, where the CH4 lifetime is calculated from the total 
mass of CH4 divided by the CH4 loss rate from the CAM-chem simulations. The feedback factor 
of 1.4 is the feedback that CH4 has on its own lifetime (Crutzen, 1988; Berntsen et al., 1992; 
Fuglestvedt et al., 1996&1999; IPCC, 2001; Holmes et al., 2013). (CH4)ref is the tropospheric mean 
CH4 concentration from the control run and DCH4 is the aviation-induced tropospheric mean CH4 
concentration. Radiative forcing of CH4 induced from NOx emissions is calculated from 
multiplying the CH4 specific radiative forcing of 0.37 Wm-2 ppm-1, which is reported in Forster et 
al., (2007), by the CH4 concentration change DCH4 obtained from Equation (1). 
 Radiative forcing of long-term O3 and stratospheric water vapor are both calculated based 
on the CH4 concentration change due to CH4 being the major precursor of long-term O3 and SWV 
in upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. The concentration change of long-term O3 is 
calculated from Equation (2) (Prather et al., 2001 and Naik et al., 2005).  
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 (CH4)ref is the tropospheric mean CH4 concentration from the control run and DCH4 denotes the 
CH4 concentration change obtained from Equation (1). Radiative forcing of NOx-induced long-
term O3 is calculated from multiplying the O3 specific radiative forcing of 0.036 Wm-2 DU-1, which 
is reported in Myhre et al., (2011), by the O3 concentration change DO3 obtained from Equation 
(2). Radiative forcing of SWV is scaled based on the radiative forcing of CH4 by 21% as reported 
in Myhre et al. (2007).  
 
 2.2.3.2 Short-lived Species 
 Due to the short lifetime of BC and sulfates (a few days to weeks), radiative forcings of 
BC and sulfates can be calculated by scaling the output concentration from the CAM-chem5 
simulation based on the global specific radiative forcings reported in ACCRI (Brasseur et al., 
2016). Two models in ACCRI have simulated the specific radiative forcing of sulfates – GISS-E2 
(NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies Model E2, Unger et al., 2013) and IGSM (Integrated 
Global System Modeling framework, Sokolov et al, 2009; Prinn 2012), while only IGSM has 
reported the specific radiative forcing of BC. In order to maintain consistency in results, the 
specific radiative forcings of sulfates and BC reported from IGSM are used to calculate the 
regional radiative forcings. The specific radiative forcings of sulfates and BC from ACCRI in 2006 
and 2050 are shown in Table 2.2. Concentrations of sulfates and BC emitted by aircraft can be 
obtained directly by subtracting the control runs from the perturbed runs. The radiative forcing of 
each grid box is calculated by the globally-averaged radiative forcing multiplied by the ratio 
between the concentration over each grid box and the globally-averaged concentration. Regional 
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climate effects are analyzed based on 4 different latitude bands (90oS-28oS, 28oS-28oN, 28oN-
60oN, 60oN-90oN) and 3 regions (contiguous United States, Europe and East Asia). 
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Table 2.1. Aircraft emissions for year 2006 and 2050 (different scenarios) generated from the 




Baseline Scenario 1 Scenario 2 
Fuel burn (Tg) 188.1 902.8 514.4 514.4 
CO2 (Tg/yr) 594.0 2852.0 1625.0 1625.0 
NOx (TgN/yr) 0.812 3.950 1.570 1.570 
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Table 2.2. Globally-averaged radiative forcing from ACCRI for year 2006 and 2050 (different 







Scenario 1 Scenario 2 
SO4 direct -4.4 -25.3 0 




EVALUATION OF THE SIMPLIFIED CLIMATE TOOL – APMT  
 
3.1 Introduction 
Aviation emissions contribute approximately 5% of the current anthropogenic radiative 
forcing (Wuebbles, 2007; Lee et al., 2010) and the impact is expected to largely increase in the 
future (ICAO, 2010). With the climate effects of aviation emissions having become increasingly 
significant over the past few years since aviation has grown, it is necessary to develop and evaluate 
modeling tools to analyze climate impacts from aviation. The assessment on the impacts of 
aviation on climate usually relies on complex chemistry-climate models like CAM-chem, which 
are computationally expensive. However, for policy application, different scenarios need to be 
evaluated and compared in short-term, which makes the development of simple models very useful 
and important for aviation policy analyses. 
 APMT-Impacts is a simplified model developed to assess tradeoffs among aviation 
environmental and economic impacts. The APMT-Impact climate module uses both physical 
(global mean temperature change) and monetary (GDP) metrics to estimate the climate impact 
from aviation CO2 and non-CO2 emissions (Mahashabde et al., 2011). The current version (v23) 
incorporates the long-lived CO2 and short-lived non-CO2 species including cirrus, sulfates, black 
carbon, water vapor and contrails. The NOx-induced impacts such as short-lived O3, long-lived 
CH4 and O3, stratospheric water vapor, are included as well.  
The code couples an impulse response function in the carbon cycle model with a two-box 
ocean model (in the energy balance model) to capture expected temperature changes, and a non-
linear damage function (Nordhaus and Boyer, 2000 and Nordhaus et al., 2013) is applied to 
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calculate human health and welfare impacts. Anthropogenic emissions are converted to 
atmospheric concentrations of carbon over time through the use of a linear atmospheric response 
function derived from complex carbon cycle models described in Joos et al. (2013). The radiative 
forcing of CO2 is determined by assuming a logarithmic dependence of radiative forcing on 
atmospheric CO2 concentration (Myhre et al., 1998; Prather et al., 2012; IPCC, 2013), while the 
radiative forcing of short-lived species (e.g. cirrus, sulfates, black carbon, water vapor and 
contrails) are calculated by linearly scaling the reference radiative forcing based on amount of fuel 
burn in the reference year. Two evaluations for current reference radiative forcings used in APMT 
are available, based on Lee et al., 2009 and on the recent ACCRI report (Brasseur et al., 2016). 
The radiative forcing of NOx impacts (O3-short, CH4 and O3-long) is estimated by scaling radiative 
forcing from three estimates in the literature (Stevenson et al., 2004; Wild et al., 2001; and Hoor 
et al., 2009) with respect to NOx emissions. The temperature response of the ocean atmosphere 
system is simulated using a 2-box ocean model from the radiative forcing calculated using the 
logarithmic function mentioned before.  
In this study, we are aiming at evaluating the underlying physics in APMT to improve its 
accuracy on cost benefit analysis. These evaluations will draw upon our understanding of the 
aviation effects on climate from the simulations of complex models like CAM-chem. The rest of 
this chapter is structured as follows: section 3.2 describes the results and discussion while section 
3.3 presents the conclusions.  
 
3.2 Results and Discussion 
3.2.1 Carbon Cycle 
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 Due to the non-linearity of the ocean and biosphere uptake, the projection of aviation-
induced CO2 concentration should vary with respect to the background scenarios (Matebr et al., 
1999; Cox et al., 2000; Friedlingstein et al., 2006; Andrew et al., 2012; Joos et al., 2013). Early in 
2013, Khodayari et al. pointed out that the simulated aviation CO2 concentration from APMT is 
the same in the model under different background scenarios. This issue has been reported to the 
development group at MIT, but the new version (v23) of APMT still has the same error. This error 
can be further propagated to the energy balance model so it is important to improve the 
performance on simulating aviation-induced CO2 concentration in APMT.  
 Figure 3.1 represents the simulated CO2 concentration change with time from all the 
anthropogenic emissions and from all the anthropogenic sources excluding aviation emission. The 
top panel is for all the anthropogenic emissions, while the bottom panel shows all sources without 
aviation emissions. Both panels show that the simulated CO2 concentration is higher under higher 
emission scenarios in 2100, that is the CO2 concentration for RCP8.5 > RCP6.0 > RCP4.5 > 
RCP2.6. There is not a significant difference between the two panels since the aircraft CO2 
emission is relatively small compared to the total CO2 emission. 
 APMT does not simulate the aviation CO2 concentration directly; it is calculated indirectly 
by subtracting the CO2 concentration change due to all anthropogenic activities, except aviation, 
from the CO2 concentration change due to all anthropogenic effects including aviation. Figure 3.2 
shows the simulated CO2 concentration change over time for sustained aviation emission from 
2000 to 2100, which is found by subtracting the two panels in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.3 shows the 
CO2 concentration change with time after pulse emission in 2000. Both figures indicate that the 
CO2 concentration lines overlap with each other under different background scenarios since APMT 
just assumes a linear impulse response function of atmosphere and does not take into account the 
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non-linearity from the carbon cycle system. The non-linearity comes from the dependency, of 
carbonate chemistry in the ocean as well as terrestrial productivity of the biosphere, on climate 
and CO2 concentration under different background conditions. The CO2 uptake efficiency of the 
ocean and biosphere would decrease as the CO2 emission increases in a high emission background. 
Thus, as the efficiency of the ocean and biosphere uptake are reduced, the fraction of CO2 
remaining in the atmosphere after emission will be higher under the high background emission 
scenario (RCP8.5). Previous studies have pointed out that including the major non-linearity from 
the ocean and biosphere in the carbon cycle can lead to a better approximation of the atmospheric 
CO2 concentration response, and this can be done by incorporating the oceanic and terrestrial 
impulse response functions with the atmospheric impulse response function (Joos et al., 1996; 
Meyer et al., 1999; Joos et al., 2013).  
APMT does not consider the feedbacks on the carbon cycle as well. Previous studies have 
discovered that the carbon cycle has two main feedbacks – CO2 concentration and climate (Hooss 
et al., 2001; Friedlingstein et al., 2001; Zickfeld et al., 2011). The CO2 concentration carbon cycle 
feedback is a negative feedback, both for the ocean and biosphere. The increased CO2 
concentration in the atmosphere enhances the uptake in the ocean and biosphere, causing the 
growth rate of CO2 concentration to decrease in the atmosphere. On the other hand, the climate 
carbon cycle feedback for both the ocean and biosphere is positive. As global warming intensifies 
and sea surface temperature increases, the ocean and biosphere uptake are reduced which causes 
the atmospheric CO2 growth rate to be enhanced (Hooss et al., 2001; Friedlingstein et al., 2001). 
Hooss et al. (2001) also found that when the atmospheric CO2 concentration exceeds 700 ppm, the 
ocean uptake tends to slow down as the CO2 continues to increase in the atmosphere. Over the 
historical period, the response of the concentration carbon cycle feedback still dominates the 
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climate carbon cycle feedback for ocean and biosphere CO2 uptake (Friedlingstein et al., 2015). 
While the climate positive carbon cycle feedback becomes more important than the concentration 
feedback in the future as the temperature continues to increase, the simulated CO2 concentration 
will be highly underestimated under the high emission background scenario.   
 
3.2.2 Energy Balance Model 
 APMT uses a 2-box ocean model to simulate temperature change from radiative forcing as 
is represented in Figure 3.4. One box consists of an isothermal atmosphere and ocean mixed-layer 
box, which has a depth of 70 meters. The other box is an isothermal deep-ocean box, which is 
3000 meters. The 2-box model assumes that there is turbulent mixing and heat transport between 
the two layers.  
Figure 3.5 shows the simulated temperature change of aviation CO2 emission over time for 
different background scenarios. It indicates that the simulated temperature change is higher under 
lower emission background scenarios in 2100, which is contrary to what was expected. It is 
expected that aviation-induced changes should be higher under a higher background emission 
scenario (IPCC, 1999). The reason behind the contrary results is because the simulated radiative 
forcing also has higher values under a lower emission background as illustrated in Figure 3.6. The 
radiative forcing of aviation CO2 is determined from the concentration by assuming a logarithmic 
dependence of radiative forcing on the atmospheric CO2 concentration (Myhre et al., 1998; Prather 
et al., 2012; IPCC, 2013). As the CO2 concentration is the same for different background 
conditions calculated from the carbon cycle discussed in the previous section, the resulting 
radiative forcing will be higher under the lower emission background (RCP2.6) due to the 
logarithmic dependence – adding the same amount of aviation CO2 concentration to a higher CO2 
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concentration background would result in less of an increase of radiative forcing compared to a 
lower CO2 background.  
Since the simulated CO2 concentration in APMT has issues in the first step of the cause-
effect chain, this error affects the calculated radiative forcing and further propagates into the 
energy balance model to influence the simulated temperature change under different background 
scenarios. The positive climate feedback could also influence the resulting temperature change in 
the future as the lower uptake of additional emission units under higher temperatures. Thus, both 
the lack of non-linearity and feedbacks in the carbon cycle and energy balance model lead to the 
simulated temperature change being higher under the lower emission background scenarios. 
 
3.2.3 Missing Forcings 
 APMT v23 currently includes 5 short-lived forcings – direct water vapor, sulfate, black 
carbon (soot), contrails and aviation-induced clouds. Compared to the recent finding from the 
ACCRI report (Brasseur et al., 2016), three components from aviation emission are missing in 
APMT – the effects of indirect water vapor, nitrates and indirect aerosols. The change of indirect 
water vapor is attributed to the aviation NOx emission. The NOx emission will increase the OH 
level in the atmosphere, which is a main sink of CH4. Since stratospheric water vapor (indirect 
water vapor) is an end product of CH4 oxidation, its concentration will decrease as CH4 is reduced. 
Nitrate aerosols are formed from gaseous emissions of NOx and SOx undergoing chemical 
reactions and physical transformations to evolve into volatile sulfate and nitrate aerosols. The 
indirect effects of aerosols on climate are more complicated. On one hand, primary aerosols can 
react with each other to produce the secondary aerosols, which can alter the global radiation 
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balance. On the other hand, aerosols can serve as cloud condensation nuclei to increase the amount 
of clouds, which also can affect the radiation budget.  
To be more comprehensive, APMT should take the radiative forcing of indirect water vapor 
and nitrates into account. The forcing of indirect water vapor is significant because the overall 
radiative forcing of water vapor will reverse sign if it is included. The direct water vapor has a 
warming effect, while the indirect water vapor has a cooling effect. The sign of the net climate 
effect of water vapor will change from positive to negative if the indirect stratospheric water vapor 
is included, since the indirect cooling effect is greater than the direct warming effect. The current 
radiative forcing for 2006 emissions as identified by ACCRI for stratospheric water vapor and 
nitrates are [-2.4, -2.6] mWm-2 and [-4.0, -7.5] mWm-2 respectively. We do not recommend that 
APMT should include the indirect aerosol effect since their effects are highly uncertain. More 
research needs to be done about the indirect effects before they can be incorporated into the model.  
 
3.2.4 Exploring the Non-Linearity Impacts 
 APMT determines the future radiative forcing of short-lived species by linearly scaling the 
reference radiative forcing with respect to the fuel burn to get the radiative forcing in the future 
year. Currently, two sources of reference radiative forcings can be used – Lee et al. (2009) and 
ACCRI (2016). Since APMT calculates the future radiative forcing by linearly scaling the 
reference radiative forcing, the effects of the background atmosphere non-linearity on the 
calculated results need to be figured out.  
The impact that non-linearity has on the calculation of aviation-induced effects in the 
background atmosphere was explored by calculating the APMT 2050 radiative forcing using both 
linear and non-linear methods. Table 3.1 shows the linearly and non-linearly calculated radiative 
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forcing for different aviation emission species in 2050. The difference of the linearly and non-
linearly calculated forcings are shown in the right-most column. The linearly-scaled radiative 
forcing in the middle column is calculated from linearly scaling the 2006 reference radiative 
forcing, obtained from ACCRI, based on the fuel burn in 2006. The non-linearly calculated 
radiative forcing is directly obtained from ACCRI, which is simulated from different complex 3D 
model. Table 3.1 illustrates that the difference between linearly and non-linearly calculated 2050 
forcings is the largest for soot and CH4, indicating that the background atmosphere impacts the 
2050 radiative forcing of soot and CH4 the greatest. 
The 2050 radiative forcings shown in Table 3.1 are taken as inputs to explore the impact 
of non-linearity in the background environment on the sea-surface temperature change and climate 
cost induced by the aviation emissions in 2050. Figure 3.7 represents the simulated temperature 
change due to aviation emissions in 2050 from linearly-scaled and non-linearly simulated 
treatment. The two panels indicate that the simulated total temperature change has a 20% 
difference between the linearly-scaled and the nonlinearly-calculated radiative forcing. The 
corresponding 2050 climate cost calculated in APMT is 17% greater when using the linearly-
scaled 2050 radiative forcing than using the 2050 actual simulated radiative forcings in ACCRI, 
which are treated non-linearly and include the background heterogeneity. 
 
3.3 Conclusions 
 This study evaluated the carbon cycle and energy balance model of APMT. A few 
components were found missing in the model and the non-linearity of the background atmosphere 
was explored as well. For the carbon cycle model, the simulated CO2 concentration does not have 
a dependency on the background since it uses a linear atmospheric impulse response function. This 
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error can further propagate into the energy balance model and affect the resulting radiative forcing 
and temperature change calculation. The issue could be greatly improved if the atmospheric 
impulse response function is coupled with the oceanic and terrestrial impulse response functions. 
APMT should also take the carbon cycle feedback into account, since it could be another reason 
causing the simulated temperature change to be greater under the lower emission background 
scenario.  
 Indirect water vapor, nitrates and indirect aerosols are found missing in APMT compared 
to the recent results from ACCRI. We recommend that the climate effects caused by indirect water 
vapor and nitrates should be included in the new version of APMT. The radiative forcing of 
indirect aerosols is highly uncertain based on the current results, so more research needs to be done 
before incorporating it into the model. Non-linearity could cause a 20% difference in the simulated 
temperature change compared to the results calculated linearly, so the non-linearity of the 
background atmosphere should not be ignored. The main non-linearity consists of water vapor, 
soot, contrails, sulfates and long-term effects since they strongly depend on the background 
atmosphere. The main model improvement in the future should be on the treatment of long-term 










Figure 3.1. Simulated CO2 concentration change with time from APMT for all the anthropogenic 
emissions (top panel) and for all the anthropogenic sources excluding aviation emission (bottom 
panel). Different colors denote different background scenarios, with the red solid line, green 







Figure 3.2. Simulated CO2 concentration change with time for aviation emission from APMT. 
























Figure 3.6. As in Fig. 3.2, but for the simulated radiative forcing.  
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Table 3.1. Linearly and non-linearly calculated radiative forcing for different aviation emission 
species in 2050.  
 









H2O -6.8 -4.9 -27.94 
Sulfates -13.7 -15 9.49 
Soot 2.2 0.6 -72.73 
Contrails 87.1 72 -17.34 
CH4 -19.4 -25.9 33.51 
O3-short 43.3 42 -3.00 











Figure 3.7. Simulated temperature change in 2050 due to aviation emissions. Different colors 
denote the temperature change induced by different species. The total temperature change is 
shown in solid black line. Top panel is for linearly-scaled results, while the bottom panel shows 




REGIONAL CLIMATE IMPACT OF AVIATION EMISSION  
 
4.1 Introduction 
 Earlier studies that assessed the aviation impact on climate change only looked at the 
globally-averaged forcings for all species (IPCC, 1999; Sausen et al., 2005; Marais et al., 2008; 
Lee et al., 2009). Global averaging can perform very well for long-lived species (e.g. CH4, O3-
long and SWV) due to a lifetime in the atmosphere of a few years, global dispersion, and becoming 
well-mixed eventually. However, short-lived species, which decay in a few days to weeks, are 
unable to get well-mixed in the atmosphere, so the location where the emissions happen is 
important. Hence, using globally-averaged values to weigh the climate impact from short-lived 
agents are not accurate enough. Although the Kyoto Protocol mainly aims to control emissions of 
relatively long-lived greenhouse gases (e.g. CO2 and CH4), while excluding short-lived species 
and their precursors as emission limits of greenhouse gases, the short-lived species play a 
significant role on climate change (IPCC, 2001).  
 A few studies have been conducted to explore the impact that the short-lived species have 
on climate (Shine et al., 2005; Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009; Shindell and Faluvegi, 2010; Shindell, 
2012 and Lund et al., 2012), but few focus on the impact of aviation emissions. Lund et al. (2012) 
take a step further examining the amount of information lost by using global-mean climate metrics 
for emissions from three transport sectors including road traffic, shipping and aviation. Non-linear 
climate impact relationships have been applied to capture the regional variability using globally-
averaged metrics. Based on temperature responses from two general circulation models to 
perturbations in ozone, methane and aerosols, Lund et al. (2012) found that the loss of information 
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about climate impact by global averaging is particularly important for the aviation sector. The 
climate impact when the calculation accounts for the regional variability for aviation is 2 to 7 times 
larger for the two general circulation models than the climate impact calculated using global 
averaging.  
 In this study, the short-lived species refer to O3-short (NOx induced), black carbon and 
sulfates, with their lifetimes varying from a few days to weeks (black carbon and sulfates) to a few 
weeks to months (O3-short). The production of O3-short is more complex than black carbon and 
sulfates since the amount of ozone generated by NOx emissions is highly uncertain and depends 
on numerous conditions, such as the background NOx concentration, the location and time of 
emissions, the ratios of NO : NO2 and OH : HO2, the amount of sunlight and atmospheric mixing 
level (Stevenson et al., 2009; Wild et al., 2001; Fuglestvedt et al., 1999; Derwent et al., 2001; 
Shine et al,. 2005; Berntsen et al., 2005). Hence, the same amount of NOx emission in different 
regions can result in different O3 production due to the latitudinal, longitudinal and vertical 
variability of environmental conditions. 
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: section 4.2 describes the results and 
discussion. while section 4.3 presents the conclusions.  
 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
4.2.1 NOx-induced effects 
4.2.1.1 NOx-induced short-term effect 
 Figure 4.1 shows the simulated radiative forcing of NOx-induced short-term O3 using 
CAM-chem and UIUC RTM for January and July in present day and future scenarios. For each 
year, the results for January and July represent the winter and summer seasons. The simulated O3 
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forcing in 2050 S2 is not shown since its simulated result is very similar to 2050 S1. The difference 
between S1 and S2 is the amount of BC and sulfate emission, so the NOx emissions are both 1.570 
TgN in these two scenarios (Table 2.1). Thus, the NOx-induced short-lived O3 forcing should be 
the same assuming that other conditions are identical.  
 The regional and seasonal variability of radiative forcing of O3-short is indicated both in 
2006 and 2050 (Figure 4.1). For the present day, the maximum forcing is about 120 mW/m2 in 
July over Europe; in the future, the maximum forcing 165 mW/m2 exists over the Pacific Ocean 
in January as well as over Greenland in July. In general, 2050 has much larger forcing compared 
to the forcing in 2006, which is due to the increased concentration of NOx in 2050 with largely 
increasing aircraft emissions in the future scenarios. For both years, the forcing is concentrated at 
low latitudes in January along with most of the Northern Hemisphere (NH) excluding the Tibetan 
plateau in July. The O3 forcing in July is larger than the forcing in January, which is a result of the 
larger amount of daylight and increased photochemistry as well as the higher amount of aviation 
NOx emissions in July to promote the formation of short-lived O3. The radiative forcing bands 
shift southward in January compared to the forcing bands in July due to larger solar radiation in 
the Southern Hemisphere (SH) in January to cause photochemical reactions that produce O3. 
 The aviation NOx emission distribution for January and July in 2006 is shown in figure 
4.2. The result in Figure 4.2 indicates that the NOx emission in July is greater than the emission in 
January due to the increased air traffic during summer; this agrees well with the prior analyses 
from Khodayari et al. (2014). The emission sources are mainly concentrated at mid-latitudes (30o 
N – 60o N) over the NH, particularly over North America, Europe and East Asia, while the radiative 
forcing is larger over the low-latitude (0 – 30o N) regions (Figure 4.1). This is because the 
emissions from low latitudes have a larger radiative forcing than the same amount of emissions in 
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the mid-latitudes (Fuglestvedt et al., 1999; Derwent et al., 2001 and Berntsen et al., 2005). There 
are noticeable peaks of radiative forcing located over the ocean, as opposed to the source regions 
shown on Figure 4.2; this is due to the downwind shift of aviation NOx emissions (westerly at 
emission altitude) from the source regions where emission from aircraft occurs.  
 
4.2.1.2 NOx-induced long-term effects 
 Aviation NOx emissions can result in a short-term increase in O3, which decays with a 
lifetime of a few months (O3-short). The O3 production increases the OH (hydroxyl) level in the 
atmosphere. As OH is the main sink of CH4, it will react with methane and thus will cause the 
environmental concentration of methane to decrease. Since methane plays an important role on 
changing the stratospheric water vapor and ozone over a longer period, the concentration of ozone 
(O3-long) and water vapor will further decrease due to the methane decrease with a decay time of 
around 10 years.  
 Table 4.1 lists the simulated CH4 lifetime for present day (2006) and future scenarios (2050 
S1 and 2050 S2) from control and perturbed runs. The relative changes of CH4 lifetime between 
including and excluding aviation emissions are listed in the right column. The perturbation lifetime 
of CH4 shown in Table 4.1 is 43%, 46% and 29% shorter than the values shown in Stevenson et 
al., 2004, Wild et al., 2001 and Derwent et al., 2001, respectively. Table 4.2 shows the simulated 
radiative forcing of CH4, O3-long and SWV for present and future scenarios. The forcing values 
are negative for all three species since their concentration decreased, which is associated with a 
cooling effect. The calculated radiative forcings in Table 4.2 are globally-averaged values and do 
not vary with emission location or season due to CH4, O3-long and SWV being long-lived and 
well-mixed species in the atmosphere. For the present day, the forcing for CH4 is -11.5 mW/m2 
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which falls into the range of [-8.0 -12.3] mW/m2 reported in Brasseur et al., 2016. For O3-long, 
the calculated forcing is -4.7 mW/m2, which exceeds the range of [-4.2 -4.5] mW/m2 by 4%.  
 
4.2.1.3 Net NOx-induced effects 
 The net NOx-induced effects can be obtained by combining the warming effect from O3-
short and cooling effects from CH4, O3-long and SWV. For globally-integrated, annual-mean net 
radiative forcing of NOx, previous studies have shown that the net effects result in nearly zero 
(Stevenson et al., 2004) or a small positive forcing 1.8 mW/m2 yr (Wild et al., 2001) or 3.3 mW/m2 
yr (Derwent et al., 2001). However, regional forcing information is unavailable from previous 
studies and there are potentially significant nonzero local forcings.  
 Figure 4.3 shows the simulated net radiative forcing of aviation NOx emission for January 
and July in present day and future scenarios. The blue color indicates negative radiative forcing 
(cooling effect), while the red means positive values – warming effect. Compared to the radiative 
forcing of O3-short (Figure 4.1), there is a large amount of cancellation with negative cooling effect 
appearing in some regions. In January, cooling effects are mainly over high latitudes both in the 
NH and SH and low latitudes in the SH for 2050 and 2050 S1. In July, negative forcings are mainly 
distributed at high latitudes in the SH and over the Tibetan plateau. The NH mainly has warming 
effects due to aircraft emissions mainly occurring in the NH. Although there are cooling effects 
over some regions, the negative values are small compared to the positive values, causing the 
warming effects to dominate over most regions.  Hence, the short-term O3 forcing is one of the 
major contributors to the overall net NOx-induced forcing from aircraft. Although the global mean 
values are very small, forcings over high latitudes in the NH can be up to 140 mW/m2 in the future 
scenarios. Therefore, global averaging the forcing of short-lived species like O3-short can cause 
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the loss of regional information and thus an inability to weigh the impact of aviation on climate 
accurately. 
  
4.2.2 Black Carbon and Sulfates 
 The simulated radiative forcing of the other two major short-lived aviation emissions, black 
carbon (BC) and sulfates, are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Figure 4.5 shows the globally-
integrated, monthly-mean radiative forcing of BC for the present day and two emission scenarios 
in mid-century. BC has a warming effect. Compared to the forcing in the present day, 2050 S1 has 
BC forcing which is more than 3 times larger simply due to the increased aircraft emissions in the 
future. The forcing in 2050 S2 decreases substantially when an alternative fuel is assumed which 
has 50% of the BC emission of that from Scenario 1. The warming effect is mainly over the NH, 
particularly within the latitude band 28o N – 60o N and is concentrated where most aircraft 
emissions occur – the contiguous United States (US), Europe (EU) and East Asia (EA) as well as 
the flight corridor between the US and EU. Since the lifetime of BC is short (few days), it is not 
able to globally disperse or become well-mixed before getting removed by dry or wet deposition 
in the atmosphere. Figure 4.5 shows the globally-integrated, monthly-mean radiative forcing of 
sulfates. Sulfates have a cooling effect. The forcing pattern is very similar to the BC forcing – 
except there is no forcing in the future Scenario 2 due to the alternative fuel assumed to not contain 
any sulfur in 2050 S2. 
 Figure 4.6 shows the seasonal distribution of global aviation BC emissions for 2006. It 
indicates that the maximum and minimum emissions happen in August and February respectively. 




4.2.3 Latitudinal and Regional Radiative Forcing  
 Table 4.3 shows the radiative forcings of short-lived species (O3, BC and sulfates) over 4 
different latitude bands for present day (2006) and future scenarios (2050 S1 and 2050 S2). These 
values are calculated based on latitudinal averaging for selected bands. Global values are shown 
in the right column for comparison with the values over different latitude bands. The values in 
Table 4.3 are plotted as a bar plot as shown in Figure 4.7. The top panel is for O3-short, while the 
middle and bottom panels show BC and sulfates respectively. Different colors mean different 
emission scenarios. The result in Figure 4.7 shows that the short-lived forcings have a large 
hemispheric asymmetry. Radiative forcings of short-lived species are mainly distributed over the 
NH, particularly within the latitude band 28o N – 60o N where most aviation emission occurs. The 
forcing values for the 28o N – 60o N band for three short-lived species are around 3 times larger 
than their corresponding global values. The forcing of BC and SO4 over the NH which have larger 
hemispheric asymmetries than O3-short, is up to 10 times more than the forcing over the SH. 
Radiative forcings of O3-short between different latitude bands don’t vary as much as the radiative 
forcings of BC and sulfate between the latitude bands. Thus, BC and sulfate have bigger regionality 
than O3-short. This could be due to the difference between their lifetimes, with O3-short being a 
few months while BC and sulfate are a few days. The longer their lifetimes, the more they become 
well-mixed in the atmosphere. 
 Table 4.4, which is very similar to Table 4.2 but with a higher resolution, shows the 
radiative forcings for three different regions – the contiguous US (125° W – 60° W, 30° N – 50° 
N), Europe (15° W – 45° E, 35° N – 65° N) and East Asia (100° E – 150° E, 20° N – 45° N). The 
forcing values for different species over the US, EU and EA are 2 to 4 times larger than their 
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corresponding global values. The ratio of radiative forcings between the US and the globe is larger 
than the ratio of the EU and the globe as well as the ratio of the EA and the globe under all emission 
scenarios, which means that the loss of information in the US is more significant than for the EU 
and EA when the forcing is globally-averaged.  
 
4.3 Conclusions 
 This study focuses on the regional impact of aviation emissions on climate under different 
emission scenarios. The short-lived agents are more regionally important than the long-lived 
species. The short-term O3 forcing is the major contributor to the overall net NOx-induced forcing 
from aviation (including O3-short, CH4, O3-long and SWV), so the warming effect still dominates 
the NOx-induced effects over the NH. Although the global mean values of net NOx forcing can 
be very small, forcings over high latitudes in the NH can be up to 140 mW/m2 in the future 
scenarios. 
The radiative forcings of short-lived agents indicate a large hemispheric asymmetry. 
Radiative forcings are mainly distributed over the NH, particularly within the latitude band from 
28oN – 60o N where most of aviation emission occurs. The radiative forcings over the 28o N – 60o 
N band for three short-lived species are around 3 times larger than their corresponding global 
values. The forcing of BC and sulfates over the NH, which have larger hemispheric asymmetries 
than O3-short, is up to 10 times more than the forcing over the SH. The results indicate that BC 
and sulfates have larger regionality than O3-short, which could result from the shorter lifetime of 
BC and sulfates. The radiative forcings for short-lived agents over the US, Europe and East Asia 
is around 2-4 times of its corresponding global values. The climate impact over the US has the 
most information loss and the forcing will be highly underestimated when looking at the climate 
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impacts from aviation emissions using globally-averaged values and ignoring the regional 
heterogeneity.  
This regional analysis suggests that the globally-averaged metrics are not able to capture 
the significant spatial variability induced by aviation emissions since global averaging will lead to 
cancellations between warming and cooling effects such that the strength of regional impacts is 
hidden. Thus, the climate impacts from aviation emissions could be much more intense over 
regional areas than over the globe. However, the uncertainty is very high for different forcings, so 
there are not many studies which currently quantify the regional climate impacts from aviation 
emissions. More research using different methods and models needs to be done to understand 
regional effects in the future.   
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Figure 4.1. Simulated radiative forcing (mW/m2) for NOx-induced short-lived O3 from aviation 
for January (left) and July (right). The present day scenario (2006) is on the top panel and future 
scenario (2050 S1) is on the bottom. Only 2050 S1 is shown due to the aviation NOx emissions 














Table 4.1. CH4 lifetime (in years) from the present day scenario (2006) and future scenarios 
(2050 S1 and 2050 S2) for the control and perturbed runs, and the relative changes between the 













2006 7.85 7.74 1.47 
2050 S1 8.48 8.26 2.50 
2050 S2 8.48 8.24 2.73 
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Table 4.2. Radiative forcing (in mW/m2) from the present day scenario (2006) and future 





CH4 O3-long SWV 
2006 -11.5 -4.7 -2.4 
2050 S1 -22.3 -8.1 -4.7 










Figure 4.3. As in Fig. 4.1, but for the simulated net radiative forcing (mW/m2) of aviation NOx 
emissions. Blue bar indicates negative radiative forcing (cooling effect) while the red bar 











Figure 4.4. Globally-integrated, monthly-mean radiative forcing (mW/m2) for black carbon. The 
top panel shows the Present Day scenario (2006), while the middle and bottom panels are for 









Figure 4.5. Globally-integrated, monthly-mean radiative forcing (mW/m2) from the change in 
sulfate concentrations. The top panel shows the Present Day scenario (2006), while the bottom 
panel is for future scenario 1 (2050 S1). Future scenario 2 is not shown since it is assumed that 





Figure 4.6. Seasonal distribution of global aviation BC emissions for 2006. 
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Table 4.3. Radiative forcing (in mW/m2) of short-lived species (O3, BC and sulfates) over 
different latitude bands compared with global values for the present day scenario (2006) and 






90oS-28oS 28oS-28oN 28oN-60oN 60oN-90oN Global 
O3 12.6 27.5 67.1 45.6 37.3 
BC 0.06 0.14 0.86 0.63 0.3 






90oS-28oS 28oS-28oN 28oN-60oN 60oN-90oN Global 
O3 23.4 63.3 82.6 57.5 56.3 
BC 0.15 0.22 1.80 1.37 0.6 






90oS-28oS 28oS-28oN 28oN-60oN 60oN-90oN Global 
O3 23.7 65.4 87.2 61.1 58.3 
BC 0.07 0.11 0.91 0.67 0.3 






Figure 4.7. As in Table 4.3, but as a bar plot. The top panel is for O3-short; the middle panel for 
BC and the bottom panel for sulfates. Different colors mean different emission scenarios – 2006, 
2050 S1 and 2050 S2. 
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Europe East Asia Global 
O3 69.5 68.5 52.7 37.3 
BC 0.8 1.1 0.7 0.3 






United States Europe East Asia Global 
O3 95 82.7 74.9 56.3 
BC 1.6 2.3 1.1 0.6 






United States Europe East Asia Global 
O3 99.5 87.7 78.4 58.5 
BC 0.8 1.1 0.6 0.3 






CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
This thesis evaluated the simplified climate model APMT and examined the regional 
climate effects of aviation emissions. For the simplified climate model evaluation, the carbon cycle 
and energy balance model were tested. APMT was run for impulse emission in both 2000 and 100 
years sustained emissions from 2000 to 2100. The results show that the simulated CO2 
concentration induced by aviation emissions has no dependency on the background emission 
scenarios, which is due to APMT using only a linear atmospheric impulse response function to 
simulate concentration from emissions and rather than considering the non-linearity caused by the 
background atmosphere, ocean and biosphere CO2 uptake. This error can propagate into the energy 
balance model and further affect the calculated radiative forcing and temperature change under 
different emission scenarios. The non-linearity from the CO2 uptake by the ocean and biosphere 
can be included in the model by coupling the atmospheric impulse response function with oceanic 
and terrestrial impulse response functions. APMT should also take the carbon cycle feedback into 
account since it could be another reason causing the simulated temperature change to be larger 
under the lower emission background scenario. For the missing components in APMT compared 
to the recent results from ACCRI (indirect water vapor, nitrates and indirect aerosols), we 
recommend that the APMT development team include the climate effects of indirect water vapor 
and nitrates in the new version. However, for indirect aerosols, the effect is highly uncertain 
according to the existing results and more research needs to be done before incorporating them 
into the model. For short-lived species, APMT calculates their future radiative forcing by linearly 
scaling the reference radiative forcings based on the amount of fuel burn in the future year, so the 
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non-linearity from the background atmosphere is not taken into consideration. The primary non-
linearity is indicated by water vapor, soot, contrails, sulfates and long-term effects since they 
strongly depend on the background atmosphere. Therefore, the main model improvement in the 
future should be on the treatment of long-term effects and effects that are dependent on the 
background atmosphere.   
The regional climate impact of aviation-induced black carbon, sulfate and NOx-induced 
emissions was analyzed for both the current emission state and two future fuel scenarios. Regional 
climate effects are analyzed based on 4 latitude bands (90oS–28oS, 28oS–28oN, 28oN–60oN, 60oN–
90oN) and 3 regions (contiguous US, Europe and East Asia). For NOx-induced effects, the short-
term O3 forcing is the major contributor to the overall net NOx-induced forcing from aviation 
including O3-short, CH4, O3-long and SWV. Although the global mean values of net NOx forcing 
can be very small, forcings over high latitudes in the NH can be up to 140 mW/m2 in the future 
scenarios. The radiative forcings of three short-lived agents (black carbon, sulfate and O3-short) 
indicate a large hemispheric asymmetry. Radiative forcings are mainly distributed over the NH, 
particularly within the latitude band 28oN–60o N, where most aviation emissions occur. The 
radiative forcing over the 28o N – 60o N band for the three short-lived species are around 3 times 
larger than their corresponding global values. The forcing of BC and sulfates have larger 
hemispheric asymmetries than O3-short and the forcing over the NH is up to 10 times more than 
the forcing over the SH. Moreover, BC and sulfates have larger regionality than O3-short, which 
could be due to the shorter lifetime of BC and sulfates. The radiative forcings for short-lived agents 
over the United States, Europe and East Asia is around 2-4 times of its corresponding global values. 
The climate impact from aviation emissions over the United States has the greatest uncertainty and 
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the forcing will be highly underestimated by using globally-averaged values and ignoring the 
regional heterogeneity.  
Currently, APMT only uses globally-averaged metrics to gauge the impact of aviation 
emissions on the climate, but it will incorporate the regional effects on a zonal basis in a future 
version. For future studies, we will evaluate the newly-updated APMT based on the regional 
analysis as was done in this study and more recent studies. In the continuing development of 
APMT, it should be recognized that there are tradeoffs between simplicity and properly addressing 
the underlying physics relative to evaluating the regional effects of aviation with consideration of 
the background atmosphere. Additionally, we will evaluate a regional metric – Absolute Regional 
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